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SUBJECT:  GRIVAS INTENSIFIES TERRORISM AGAINST POLICE;  TWO
    BISHOPS LEAVE FOR ATHENS

REF:  Nicosia 535

BEGIN SUMMARY:  WITH RAIDS ON THREE MORE POLICE STATIONS
AND BOMBINGS OF SEVEN POLICE OFFICERS' HOUSES,  GRIVAS FORCES
HAVE MOVED INTO PHASE OF HEIGHTENED TERRORISM AND POLICE
INTIMIDATION.  BISHOPS OF KITIUM AND PAPHOS LEAVE FOR ATHENS,
REPORTEDLY TO DISCUSS THEIR DECISION DEFROCK MAKARIOS.  END
SUMMARY.
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1. ARMED MEN RAIDED THREE FAMAGUST DISTRICT POLICE STATIONS EARLY MORNING MARCH 15. BLOWING UP TWO BUT BEING DRIVEN OFF FROM THIRD. RADIO STATES FIRST RAID WAS CARRIED OUT BY TEN ARMED MEN AT PARALIMNI AT 3:45 AM LOCAL. AT 4:00 AM ANOTHER TEN MEN BLEW UP POLICE STATION AT STAVROS QUARTER IN FAMAGUSTA CITY. BOTH STATIONS WERE DEMOLISHED AND EMPTIED OF WEAPONS AND AMMUNITION. ALSO AT 4:00 AM SIX RAIDERS ATTEMPTED BREAK INTO PRASTIO POLICE STATION, BUT WERE DRIVEN OFF AFTER ENGAGING IN GUN BATTLE WITH POLICEMAN ON DUTY. NO CASUALTIES REPORTED AMONG POLICE OR BANDITS.

2. IN MOVE CLEARLY COORDINATED WITH POLICE STATION RAIDS, SEVEN POLICE OFFICERS’ HOUSES WERE BOMBED NIGHT OF MARCH 14-15. SLIGHTLY BEFORE MIDNIGHT, THREE POWERFUL EXPLOSIONS OCCURRED IN LIMASSOL. TARGETS WERE HOUSES OF LIMASSOL POLICE CHIEF, DEPUTY CHIEF, AND SUPERINTENDENT OF POLICE. IN PAPHOS FOUR EXPLOSIONS DIRECTED AT POLICE OFFICERS TOOK PLACE BETWEEN 1:00 AND 2:00 AM, DYNAMITE BEING THROWN AGAINST HOUSES OF PAPHOS POLICE INSPECTOR AND THREE SERGEANTS. EIGHTH EXPLOSION TOOK PLACE LAST NIGHT IN FAMAGUSTA, SERIOUSLY DAMAGING SHOP OF WELL-KNOWN GRIVAS SUPPORTER. BOMBS CAUSED NO INJURIES.

3. BISHOPS OF KITIUM AND PAPHOS LEFT BY AIR FOR ATHENS 9:00 AM MARCH 15. BISHOP OF KYRENIA SAID HE WOULD SEND REPRESENTATIVE FOR DISCUSSIONS IN GREECE. PRIOR THEIR DEPARTURE, PRESS SPECULATED THAT GREEK GOVT HAD INVITED BISHOPS IN IN ORDER TO DISCUSS THEIR DECISION TO DEFROCK ARCHBISHOP.

4. COMMENT: RENEWED TERRORISM MAY BE RESPONSE TO MAKARIOS’ PLANS TO PURGE POLICE OF GRIVASITES (NICOSIA 537), OR COULD BE EFFORT TO DRAMATIZE GRIVAS’ SUPPORT OF BISHOPS AGAINST ANY RETALIATORY MOVES BY ARCHBISHOP. IN ANY EVENT, ISSUE OF POLICE SECURITY IS NOW SHARPLY JOINED. POPPER
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